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Mesoscale local functional organizations of the primate spinal cord are largely unknown. Using high-resolution fMRI at 9.4 T, we
identified distinct interhorn and intersegment fMRI activation patterns to tactile versus nociceptive heat stimulation of digits in lightly
anesthetized monkeys. Within a spinal segment, 8 Hz vibrotactile stimuli elicited predominantly fMRI activations in the middle part of
ipsilateral dorsal horn (iDH), along with significantly weaker activations in ipsilateral (iVH) and contralateral (cVH) ventral horns. In
contrast, nociceptive heat stimuli evoked widespread strong activations in the superficial part of iDH, as well as in iVH and contralateral
dorsal (cDH) horns. As controls, only weak signal fluctuations were detected in the white matter. The iDH responded most strongly to
both tactile and heat stimuli, whereas the cVH and cDH responded selectively to tactile versus nociceptive heat, respectively. Across spinal
segments, iDH activations were detected in three consecutive segments in both tactile and heat conditions. Heat responses, however, were
more extensive along the cord, with strong activations in iVH and cDH in two consecutive segments. Subsequent subunit B of cholera
toxin tracer histology confirmed that the spinal segments showing fMRI activations indeed received afferent inputs from the stimulated
digits. Comparisons of the fMRI signal time courses in early somatosensory area 3b and iDH revealed very similar hemodynamic
stimulus–response functions. In summary, we identified with fMRI distinct segmental networks for the processing of tactile and noci-
ceptive heat stimuli in the cervical spinal cord of nonhuman primates.
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Introduction
The spinal cord serves as the first central station for transmitting
and modulating pain signals from the body and controls certain
reflexes via local circuits (Chambers et al., 1970; Barnes and
Schadt, 1979; Davidoff and Hackman, 1991) and also plays a key
role in transitioning acute pain into chronic pain under certain
pathological conditions (Woolf and Salter, 2000; Woolf, 2011).

The majority of spinal cord studies, however, have focused on the
ipsilateral dorsal horn (iDH) of nonprimate species. To date,
little is known about whether similar fine scale functional orga-
nizations and processes are present in the primate spinal dorsal
horn and how spinal horns within and across segments work
together to process and modulate painful and tactile information.
With the technical advances of noninvasive spinal fMRI, it is now
feasible to examine responses of the human spinal cord during
the perception and modulation of pain (Brooks et al., 2012; Do-
bek et al., 2014; for recent reviews, see Stroman et al., 2014;
Wheeler-Kingshott et al., 2014). Despite these exciting break-
throughs, our ability to localize with precision fMRI activations
to individual horns and to visualize their function connections is
still limited by technical challenges such as noise, spatial resolu-
tion, and image contrast. In this respect, the nonhuman primate
has become a good experimental model for localizing and iden-
tifying fine scale spinal functional organization, understanding
the underlying neural basis of fMRI signals, and developing cut-
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Significance Statement

This is the first fMRI demonstration of distinct intrasegmental and intersegmental nociceptive heat and touch processing circuits
in the spinal cord of nonhuman primates. This study provides novel insights into the local functional organizations of the primate
spinal cord for pain and touch, information that will be valuable for designing and optimizing therapeutic interventions for
chronic pain management.
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ting edge MRI techniques (Fujiyoshi et al., 2007; Lundell et al.,
2011).

The nonhuman primate is an invaluable experimental model
for examining the neuronal underpinnings of fMRI signals, espe-
cially for interpreting human fMRI discoveries. Although this
importance has been well demonstrated in monkey fMRI studies
on the brain (Logothetis, 2002; Vanduffel et al., 2014), to date, no
such comparisons are available for the primate spinal cord. This
type of information is hard, if not impossible, to obtain from
humans due to apparent ethical and technical reasons, but can be
obtained from monkeys with the combination of fMRI, invasive
microelectrode recordings, and subsequent histological confir-
mation. Toward this goal, we have developed high-resolution
and high-contrast MRI methods in monkeys. The power and
potential of such an approach has been well demonstrated in our
recent studies on spinal-cord-injured monkeys (Wang et al.,
2014; Chen et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015).

In the present study, we specifically asked the following ques-
tions. (1) Are the fine mesoscale spinal nociceptive fMRI activa-
tion patterns observed in monkeys similar to those observed in
the human spinal cord at the segmental level? (2) Do nociceptive
heat and tactile activation patterns differ? (3) Do fMRI hemody-
namic stimulus response functions in the spinal cord differ from
that in the brain? We report here that unilateral nociceptive heat
and tactile stimulation of digits elicited widespread fMRI activa-
tions in bilateral ventral and dorsal horns. Specific within- and
across-segmental activation patterns of nociceptive heat and
touch differed. This study expands upon early qualitative fMRI
results reported in our most recent study (Chen et al., 2015).

Materials and Methods
Animal preparation
Seven adult (4 – 8 years old) male squirrel monkeys (Saimiri sciureus)
were included in this study. During each MRI scan, the monkey was

lightly anesthetized with isoflurane (0.5–1.0%, delivered via a mixture of
N2O/O2 70:30) and mechanically ventilated, with head and body stabi-
lized in an MR-compatible frame. No muscle relaxant was used. Vital
signals (cardiac and respiratory cycles, end tidal CO2, and pulse oxime-
try) were monitored and maintained at appropriate ranges throughout
the imaging session. Rectal temperature was monitored and maintained
between 37.5°C and 38.5°C by means of a circulating water blanket. All
procedures were performed under a protocol approved by the Institu-
tional Animal Care and Use Committee at Vanderbilt University.

In vivo MRI data acquisition
All MRI scans were performed on an Agilent 9.4 T scanner using a
custom-designed saddle-shaped transmit-receive surface coil (2.5 � 3
cm 2 in size) positioned over each animal’s neck. Extra effort was made to
straighten the neck (and the cord) by adjusting the head position to
ensure more uniform and reproducible data sampling (Fig. 1 B, C,F for
representative coronal, sagittal, and axial images). A series of high-
resolution structural images of the spinal segments that receive afferents
from digits were obtained with magnetization transfer contrast (MTC)
(TR/TE: 220/3.24 ms) using a Gaussian RF saturation pulse (flip angle:
820°, pulse width: 12 ms, and RF offset: 5000 Hz) on all three image plans
(axial: 0.25 � 0.25 � 3 mm 3, 128 � 128 matrix; coronal: 0.25 � 0.25 �
0.5 mm 3; sagittal: 0.25 � 0.25 � 0.75 mm 3). T2* weighted functional fast
gradient echo (flip angle: �15°, TR: 24 ms, TE: 6.5 ms, volume acquisi-
tion time: 1.54 s) multislice images (0.5 � 0.5 � 3 mm 3, 64 � 64 matrix)
were acquired with the same slice prescription as the axial MTC images.
Within each functional imaging session, typically four to six runs were
collected for each stimulus condition (e.g., tactile and/or heat). Each
fMRI run (tactile, single, or multitemperature) contained 300 –330 im-
age volumes. For noxious heat stimulation runs, 21 s duration blocks of
47.5°C heat were repeated nine times with a 30 s baseline (32°C) in
between. Noxious heat stimuli were presented on distal finger pads of D2
and D3 and delivered via a thermal probe with rapid heating rate of
70°C/s (Medoc Advanced Medical Systems). Next, 8 Hz tactile stimuli (in
0.44 mm vertical indentation) were delivered on the same pair of finger
pads via 2 2-mm-diameter round probes (driven by an S88 Glass stimu-

Figure 1. Experimental set up for fMRI of the cervical spinal cord in anesthetized monkeys at 9.4 T. A, T2-weighted middle sagittal MRI image (taken from a different imaging session with a
volume coil) shows visualization of cervical spinal afferent bundles (white stripes) and the imaging field of view (white outline box) over the cervical spinal cord. D, Dorsal; V, ventral; R, rostral; C,
caudal. B, Sagittal view of the spinal cord on a MTC image. Ventral roots are apparent as white bundle strips (labeled as C4 –C7). Five white rectangular outlines show the placements of five axial
images. C, Four coronal images taken through the dorsal (two red outlined images) and ventral (two light blue outliend images) parts of the spinal cord across both DHs and VHs. Placements of the
four coronal images over the DHs and VHs are shown on the first axial image in F. GM of spinal horns appeared as two vertical higher intensity white strips on coronal images. The superintense white
strips on outer layers of the spinal cord represent space filled with CSF. Cervical dorsal and ventral nerve roots (C4 –C7) are visible as horizontal hyperintensity stripes residing between signal void (s)
and highlighted by white arrows. D, Aligned coronal section of spinal cord tissue stained with CTB. The rectangular black line box indicates the location of CTB terminal labeling resulting from tracer
injections into distal pads of digits 2 and 3. White pinholes on the opposite side represent landmarks made on the centers of C5–C7 dorsal afferents entry zones on the surface of the spinal cord. R,
Right; L, left; R, rostral; C, caudal. The schematic hand insert shows the injection sites of CTB tracer on the distal finger pads of digits 2 and 3 of a right hand. E, Schematic illustration shows the spatial
relationships between the dorsal nerve roots and the digit afferent terminals determined by tracer injections (for original data, see Florence et al., 1991; Qi et al., 2011). Black dots indicate the
pinholes locations. F, One set of five representative anatomical axial MTC images. Unlabeled scale bars, 1 mm. R, Right; L, left; D, dorsal; V, ventral. Slices 1–5, Rostral to caudal. G, Aligned MTC
anatomical (top), fMRI (middle), and the overlap (bottom) images. Red outlines in the overlap image represent the fMRI boundaries of butterfly-shaped GM and spinal cord. Blue lines indicate a
corresponding alignment landmark.
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lator; Natus Neurology) and were presented in 30 s on/off cycles. Probes
were in light touch with the skin during the baseline period.

To capture functional responses from the digits, five contiguous axial
slices, with the third slice positioned approximately over the C6 spinal
segment (that receives afferent input from D3), were acquired in each
imaging session. Local fiducial landmarks, including dorsal and ventral
nerve roots (which tell us which spinal segments we were sampling
from), the cervical enlargement (around C5–C7), and visible alternating
gray (GM) and white (WM) matter strips on coronal and sagittal images
(Fig. 1 B, D,E: the GM appeared to be brighter than the WM), and the
butterfly-shaped GM on axial images (Fig. 1 D, E), were used to ensure
reproducible placements of image slices across sessions and animals. As
shown in Figure 1, the dorsal and ventral roots were best visualized on the
series of coronal slices and appeared as high-intensity stripes, whereas the
surrounding vertebrae showed as signal voids (black) (Fig. 1C). These
visible ventral and dorsal nerve roots permitted accurate estimation of
the spinal segments, which later were validated in each animal with sub-
unit B of cholera toxin (CTB) tracer histology (Fig. 1D). In this represen-
tative case, CTB tracers were injected into D2 and D3 distal pads (see CTB
labels within the black line box in Fig. 1D; black arrows indicate the
pinholes that were places at the centers of dorsal roots C4 –C6 on post-
mortem tissue). Afferents of D2 and D3 were located rostral and caudal
to the center of D5 dorsal root. According to our own observations and
previous reports (Florence et al., 1991; Qi et al., 2011), spinal segments
C4/C5–C7/C8 receive afferents from all five digits in squirrel monkeys
(see schematic illustration in Fig. 1E). Across animals, the specific loca-
tion of the entering zone of the afferents from each digit varies �0.5 mm
in the rostral to caudal direction along the cord. More importantly, the
high-contrast MTC images allowed accurate selections of ROI voxels
within the GM and WM for deriving signal time courses. By applying
these optimized fMRI acquisition parameters, a minimally distorted
fMRI image [see the well aligned blue lines on the structural (Fig. 1G, left)
and functional (Fig. 1D, middle)] and very nice alignments of the spinal
GM and WM structures could be achieved (Fig. 1D, right).

fMRI data analysis
Preprocessing. fMRI data went through standard preprocessing steps of
slice timing correction and 3D slice motion correction, and then fMRI
signals were corrected for physiological noise using RETROICOR
(Glover et al., 2000). The functional MR images (upsampled from 0.5 �
0.5 mm 2 to 0.25 � 0.25 mm 2 voxel size) were coregistered to MTC
images and temporally smoothed with a low-pass filter cutoff frequency
of 0.25 Hz. No spatial smoothing was applied. Analysis was performed on
all voxels within the spinal cord of each subject using a generalized linear
model (GLM), six parameters of motion covariates, and two nuisance
parameters, which were derived from a principal components analysis of
the time courses of voxels in muscle and CSF, were included in the GLM
as nuisance regressors in calculating the GLM fit parameters (i.e.,
�-values, AFNI: 3dDeconvolve). Under anesthesia, motion was minimal,
with six translation and rotation parameters ranging from 0.02 � 0.01
mm (X; mean � SD); 0.04 � 0.01 mm (Y); 0.01 � 0.01 mm (Z); 0.07 �
0.02 mm (Yaw); 0.06 � 0.04 mm (Pitch); 0.08 � 0.06 mm (Roll) in heat
stimulation condition and 0.01 � 0.01 mm (X); 0.03 � 0.01 mm (Y); 0.01
� 0.01 mm (Z); 0.08 � 0.02 mm (Yaw); 0.07 � 0.05 mm (Pith); 0.06 �
0.06 mm (Roll) in tactile stimulation condition. For fMRI analysis, spinal
cord masks, excluding voxels outside of the CSF, were applied. Multiple
imaging runs (300 –340 volumes for each run) obtained within each
session were analyzed at both the single- and multiple-run levels. For
each run, voxels showing stimulus-related fMRI signal changes at a sta-
tistically significantly level of p � 0.05 threshold (with false discovery rate
corrected) and clustering of a minimum of two continuous voxels were
defined as activated voxels. Activation maps were displayed as statistical
t-value maps (t-value 2.77 � p value of 0.05 and q value of 0.03 based on
our fMRI experimental design). Group analyses were also performed
using a fixed-effects model by taking �-values to contrast the responses
across runs within each animal (AFNI: 3dttest��).

Generation of activation frequency map. To evaluate the across-run and
across-subject reproducibility of fMRI activation maps to tactile or nox-
ious heat stimulation, we generated frequency maps after manually align-

ing axial imaging slices according to the white and GM landmarks and
their corresponding spinal segment levels. For example, in the case
shown in Figure 1, B and C, axial slice 2 corresponded to the cervical
spinal segment of C6. Based on aligned activation maps, a convergence
map was generated to indicate the frequency of activation (color-coded)
observed in the dorsal horns across runs within each imaging session or
across subjects. The frequency map was overlaid on anatomical MTC
images for display (for examples, see Fig. 3).

ROI based time course analysis. An ROI-based time course analysis was
used to first quantify fMRI response strengths in different spinal GM
regions at the single animal level and then compared at the group level.
ROIs within the ipsilateral and contralateral DHs and VHs and WM (two
to three regions) were manually selected on a slice-by-slice basis accord-
ing to the aligned MTC axial images. The time course of fMRI signal
change was extracted from up to 3 voxels with highest t-values within
each ROI and averaged across all stimulus blocks and runs from each
imaging session. The mean time courses were then averaged for tactile
and heat stimulation conditions at the group level. A nonparametric
Kruskal–Wallis one-way ANOVA analysis followed by the Dunn’s
method for multiple comparisons was used to determine the statistical
significance of the response magnitude. p � 0.05 was considered statis-
tically significant. The analysis results were presented as mean � SE in
graphs (see Figs. 4, 6).

Tracer histology
To confirm the localization of the stimulus-evoked fMRI activation
along the cord; we used the anatomical tracer CTB (Sigma-Aldrich) to
identify the spinal segments that receive sensory afferents from the digits
where external stimulation was applied; 10 –20 �l of 1% CTB was in-
jected subcutaneously into digits of one or both hands 1 week before the
terminal experiment. Postmortem spinal cord tissue was removed after
perfusion. All staining procedures followed previously published meth-
ods (Florence et al., 1991). For coregistration between coronal MRI im-
ages and histological tissue sections, small metal pins were inserted into
the middle of dorsal root afferent entrance zones to produce anatomical
landmarks for individual spinal segment (for one example, see Fig. 1).
Three important steps are taken to make the histological confirmation as
accurate as possible. First, in each animal, we injected CTB tracers into
the skin of the digits stimulated (e.g., D2 and D3 distal finger pads in Fig.
1C) to help localize the spinal segment showing fMRI activations. Sec-
ond, we carefully identified both the ventral and dorsal cervical nerve
bundles (C1–C8) postmortem. Before removing the spinal cord from the
body, we placed needles into the middle of each dorsal root entering zoon
(C4 –C7) to produce alignment landmarks with the CTB label (see Fig.
1C,D). Last, we used the overall shape and counted nerve bundles to
coregister MRI images with CTB histology with dorsal nerve root pinhole
landmarks. These procedures ensured a good alignment between MRI
and histology images.

Results
Distinct fMRI activation patterns to nociceptive heat versus
innocuous tactile stimulation of digits within and across
spinal segments
We first mapped nociceptive heat and tactile stimuli-evoked
fMRI activations within the GM of the cervical spinal cord. Figure
2 shows representative data from three monkeys. In response to 8
Hz vibrotactile stimulation of the distal finger pads of digits 2 and
3 (D2 � D3) of the right hand of two monkeys (SM-B and SM-
K), fMRI activation clusters were primarily detected in slice 2
with strong activation foci (orange patches with high t values) in
the middle layers of the iDH (Fig. 2A,B). Slices 2 and 3 corre-
sponded to the somatotopically appropriate cervical spinal seg-
ments of C5 and C6 that receive afferent inputs from D2 and D3,
as later confirmed with CTB tracing histology (Fig. 1D). Simi-
larly, tactile stimulation of the left hand of SM-B evoked strong
fMRI activations in the iDH (left) of slice 2, along with activations
on other slices (Fig. 2C). Interestingly, in some of the slices, ad-
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ditional fMRI activation foci were observed in both the ipsilateral
VH (iVH) and contralateral VH (cVH) (Fig. 2A2) and the neck
region between the DH and VH (Fig. 2A3). Compared with the
tactile activation pattern, nociceptive heat stimulation of the
same finger pads of either the right or left hand elicited wider
spread activations (Fig. 2D–F). Across all five slices, the strongest
activation foci were detected predominantly in slices 2 and 3,
even though activations in other slices were also present. Within
each slice, the centers of heat activation were located more dor-
sally toward the edges of the DH, corresponding to more super-

ficial layers (cf. Fig. 2C2, E2). In addition, nociceptive heat
stimulation elicited fMRI activations in bilateral DHs (slices 2
and 3 in Fig. 2E) and bilateral VHs (slices 2– 4 in Fig. 2E). Nota-
bly, in some cases, activations were detected in WM regions, but
the specific locations varied (Fig. 2A5,D5).

Reproducibility of layer-preferential tactile and heat
activations in the iDH
Different parts (layers) of the iDH are known to process periph-
eral tactile and nociceptive heat inputs. Therefore, using this

Figure 2. Representative fMRI activations to tactile and nociceptive heat stimulation of two distal finger pads in three monkeys (SM-K, SM-C, and SM-B). A, Single-run fMRI activations to tactile
stimulation of two distal finger pads on right hands. B, C, Multirun average fMRI activations to tactile stimulation of two distal finger pads on right (B) and left (C) hands. D–F, Multirun average fMRI
activations to 47.5°C nociceptive heat stimulation of two distal finger pads on right (D, E) and left (F ) hands. Hand inserts show the locations of stimulation. All activation maps are thresholded at
p � 0.05 for multirun and p � 0.01 for single run with FDR corrected; see color scale bar on image 5 for the t value range. Images 1–5, From caudal to rostral. Scale bars, 1 mm. D, Dorsal; V, ventral;
L, left; R, right.
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known structure as an experimental model, we further evaluated
the reproducibility of spinal activations and the differentiability
in separating the foci of touch versus nociceptive heat activation.
Figure 3 illustrates the probability (frequency) maps for different
runs (across-run) within a single imaging session (Fig. 3A) and
for different subjects (across-subject) (Fig. 3B). Using laminar

parcellation lines as a reference, it was
clear that the heat activation foci were lo-
cated at the more superficial part (layer
I–III) of the DH (Fig. 3A,D), with the
dark red voxels representing the most re-
producible activation focus. In contrast,
tactile activation foci were located in more
middle part of the DH (Fig. 3B,E). The
composite maps (Fig. 3C for across-run
and Fig. 3F for across-subject) showed the
separation of heat (red outlines) and tac-
tile (green outlines) activations and their
dorsal to ventral organization. These data
indicate that fMRI activations detected in
the spinal cord are reproducible and that
fMRI is capable of separating spatially no-
ciceptive heat and tactile activation.

Differential cross-horn fMRI response
magnitudes to tactile versus nociceptive
heat stimuli within a single spinal
segment
We next investigated whether the DHs
and VHs responded differently to tactile
versus nociceptive heat stimuli by com-
paring peak magnitudes (Fig. 4B,D) cal-
culated from group-averaged fMRI signal
time courses (Fig. 4A,C) that were ex-
tracted from slices 2 and 3. Direct com-
parisons of the response magnitudes
derived from the iDH, contralateral DH
(cDH), iVH, and cVH and control WM

voxels revealed several features. First, in both tactile and nocice-
ptive conditions, the iDH always responded with the strongest
magnitudes to the unilateral stimulations (blue lines and col-
umns in Fig. 4). As controls, WM regions only exhibited negotia-
ble signal fluctuations (black lines and columns in Fig. 4).

Figure 3. Comparison of locations of fMRI responses to tactile versus nociceptive heat stimuli in the iDH. A, Cross-run (multirun) probability map of 47.5°C nociceptive heat-evoked activations in
the iDH to stimulation of digits 2 and 3 on the left in one representative monkey. 4/4, Four of four runs. B, Corresponding cross-run probability map of tactile stimulation evoked activations in the
same monkey. C, Overlay map of the cross-run heat and tactile activations. D, Cross-subjects (multisub) probability map of heat activations in the iDH. 5/5, Five of five subjects. E, Corresponding
cross-subject probability map of tactile activations. F, Overlay map of the cross-subject heat and tactile activations. Red and green lines indicate the outlines of heat and tactile activation clusters,
respectively. Yellow outlines represent the outer boundaries of the GM. Dotted white lines indicate the approximate borders of interlaminar segments within the DH. Scale bars, 1 mm.

Figure 4. Group comparisons of fMRI response magnitudes in different parts of the spinal matter within a single spinal seg-
ment. A, C, Time courses of fMRI signal changes to unilateral tactile (A) and nociceptive heat (C) stimulation of two distal finger
pads in the iDH, cDH, iVH, and cVH and one WM control region. Color lines and shadows indicate mean � SE of the percentage fMRI
signal changes. The red lines near the x-axis show the stimulation periods of 30 s for tactile and 22 s for heat, respectively. B, D,
Statistical comparisons of the peak magnitudes of fMRI signal changes during tactile (B) and nociceptive heat (D) stimulation
across different intraslice horn and WM regions. Each bar represents the percentage of fMRI signal changes as mean � SE. *p �
0.05; ***p � 0.005; ****p � 0.001.
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Second, the cDH, cVH, and iVH responded differently to heat
versus the tactile stimulus condition. For example, to touch
stimulation, the signal amplitude of iDH (1.17 � 0.12%,
mean � SE) was approximately two times as large as those of
cDH (0.37 � 0.13), iVH (0.57 � 0.08%), and cVH (0.47 �
0.08%) horns (cf. blue with red, green, and magenta lines in
Fig. 4 A, B). The response magnitude differences across the
four horns were most apparent in Figure 4B. The magnitude of
signal in WM was 0.12 � 0.05%.

Although the signal magnitude of iDH was the largest
(0.73 � 0.11%) with nociceptive heat stimulation (Fig. 4C,D),
the iVH and cDH also responded robustly with comparable
magnitudes (iVH: 0.61 � 0.07%; cDH: 0.54 � 0.10%). There
were no significant differences between the response magni-
tudes of these three horns (cf. blue, green, and red columns in
Fig. 3D). Interestingly, the signal in cVH (0.13 � 0.05%) was
weak and did not differ from that of WM (0.03 � 0.02%, cf.
magenta with black columns in Fig. 4D).

To summarize, unilateral tactile stimuli evoked a robust re-
sponse in iDH, but significantly weaker signal changes in the iVH
and cVH. Nociceptive heat stimuli, however, elicited equally
strong fMRI responses in the iDH, iVH, and cDH. The cDH and
cVH were the most selective in responding only to nociceptive
heat or tactile stimuli, respectively (for schematic illustration, see
Fig. 7).

Comparison of the hemodynamic response functions of fMRI
signals in spinal GM and somatosensory area 3b
To determine whether the spinal GM exhibits a similar hemody-
namic response function (HRF) to brain GM, we compared the

fMRI signal time courses obtained from the spinal DH and so-
matosensory area 3b in both nociceptive heat and tactile stimuli
conditions (Fig. 5). We first fitted the raw signal time courses
(dotted lines in Fig. 5A,B) with a two-gamma model (solid lines
in Fig. 5A,B) and found that the fMRI signals at the DH matched
very well with the two-gamma function. Direct correlation anal-
ysis of the two time courses from the iDH and area 3b yielded a
high correlation coefficient of 0.98 (r value) in tactile stimulation
conditions (Fig. 5A) and 0.89 in heat stimulation conditions (Fig.
5B), indicating a high level of similarity of these two HRF curves.
Normalized amplitude plots of area 3b and DH signals (Fig.
5A,B, inserts) revealed their similar HRF shapes, but different
HRF duration. Furthermore, compared with area 3b, the re-
sponses of the iDH were stronger and lasted longer, particularly
in the nociceptive heat stimulation condition (Fig. 5A,B). Last, in
both regions, touch signals occurred a bit earlier (not signifi-
cantly) than heat signals (cf. blue with red curves in Fig. 5C,D).
The specific parameters of time-to-peak and peak magnitudes
derived from the two-gamma fitting were summarized in the
Table 1. One final note is that differences in stimulus durations
likely contributed to the differences in durations of HRFs.

Group comparison of tactile versus nociceptive heat-evoked
fMRI responses across spinal segments along the spinal cord
Each spinal segment receives spatially specific inputs originating
from different parts of the body. We therefore investigated
whether spinal cord fMRI activations to digital stimulation were
spatially constrained to somatotopically appropriate spinal seg-
ments and whether the intraslice activation patterns varied across
segments along the cord. Tactile stimulation of digits D2 and D3

Figure 5. Comparisons of the HRFs between the spinal DH and somatosensory area 3b (A, B) and heat and tactile (C, D) stimulation. A, B, Mean fMRI time courses (dotted color lines) and the
corresponding two gamma fitting curves (solid color lines) in tactile (A) versus nociceptive heat (B) stimulation conditions. Yellow shadows indicate the durations of stimulation. C, D, Normalized
and fitted fMRI time courses to tactile (blue lines) versus heat (red lines) stimulation in area 3b (C) and DH (D). Note that the durations for heat and tactile stimuli are different. Area 3b fMRI time
courses reported previously (Chen et al., 2007) were used in this comparison.
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elicited robust fMRI signal changes in the iDHs of three neigh-
boring slices (iDH: 0.96 � 0.16%; Fig. 6A, blue columns in Fig.
6B) and iVH (0.79 � 0.14%, green columns in Fig. 6A) of one
slice (slice 3 in Fig. 6B, red column). Heat stimulation of the same
set of digits, however, not only evoked robust fMRI signal
changes in iDH of three neighboring slices (slices 1–3), but also
strong responses in cDH (0.50 � 0.13%) and iVH (0.53 � 0.09%)
in two image slices (slices 2 and 3, Fig. 6D). Across horns and
segments (slices), only cDH (0.35 � 0.15% vs 0.59 � 0.14%; cf.
red column groups in Fig. 6A,C) showed differential response
patterns to tactile versus heat stimuli. These quantifications indi-
cate that heat stimuli elicited more widespread responses across
horns and spinal segments.

Histological postmortem validation of the spinal segments
We performed CTB tracer histology to validate the spinal cord
segments where fMRI activations were detected. On the histolog-
ical CTB-stained coronal slice, dense CTB terminals resulting
from D2 and D3 injections were clustered together as a 6-mm-
long strip (emphasized by the rectangular black box in Fig. 1C).
For each digit, the afferent entrance zone spread �3 mm in the
rostral to caudal direction along the cord. A 3-mm-thick MRI
axial slice approximately samples fMRI activity from a single spi-
nal segment. Therefore, fMRI activations detected in slices 2–3 cor-
respond to somatotopically appropriate C5–C6 spinal segments.

Schematic summary of the differential fMRI activation
patterns to tactile versus nociceptive heat stimulation within
and across spinal segments
Figure 7 summarizes the main findings observed in the present
study. Simultaneous tactile (Fig. 7A) versus heat (Fig. 7B) stimu-
lation of two digits evoked distinct activation patterns with dif-
ferential spinal cord response profiles. Tactile stimuli activate
predominantly the iDHs of the stimulated spinal segments. Nox-
ious heat stimulation of the same pair of digits, however, evokes
additional strong activations in the iVH and cDH in three adja-
cent segments. The different functional organization of the heat
response in a more superficial region and tactile activation in a
more middle location in the DH are also indicated by the loca-
tions of the circular cones. Together, our data illustrate different
local segmental circuitries for the processing of innocuous tactile
and noxious heat inputs.

Discussion
Differential segmental functional circuitries for nociceptive
heat versus tactile inputs
Pain- and touch-related fMRI activations detected in human spi-
nal cord are characterized by somatotopical organization and
predominantly ipsilateral responses (Willis and Coggeshall,
2004b; Nash et al., 2013; Summers et al., 2013), with some reports
of bilateral activations (Ghazni et al., 2010; Summers et al., 2010;
Brooks et al., 2012; Summers et al., 2013; Wheeler-Kingshott et

al., 2014). With the assistance of enhanced signal- and contrast-
noise ratios at ultra-high MRI field (9.4 T), the present study
extended the observations in humans and refined the within and
across segmental functional circuitries for the processing of no-
ciceptive and tactile inputs in monkeys. Three main features
characterize the local networks for touch and nociceptive heat
processing. First, the iDH is the primary processing station for
nociceptive heat and tactile inputs and each is preferentially pro-
cessed in different (superficial vs deep) layers. The finding of
layer-specific processing of noxious heat versus tactile inputs are
consistent with the ex vivo (for reviews, see Petkó and Antal, 2012;
Abraira and Ginty, 2013) and in vivo observations in other ani-
mals (primarily rodents) (Cook et al., 1987; Furue et al., 2004;
Stanfa and Dickenson, 2004). The spatial agreement between the
layer preferential fMRI activation and electrophysiological re-
cordings indicate that fMRI signals detected in the spinal cord
GM indeed reflect the underlying neuronal electrophysiological
activity. Second, within a single spinal segment, the cross-horn
activation pattern on the contralateral side (cVH vs cDH) differ-
entiates the nociceptive versus touch network. Although the ip-
silateral horns are responsive to both nociceptive heat and tactile
stimuli, the cDH responds more selectively to nociceptive heat
than tactile stimuli. Inversely, the cVH responds more selectively
to tactile than nociceptive heat stimuli. In contrast, the iDH and
iVH are both strongly engaged in nociceptive heat and tactile
processing. Third, tactile and nociceptive heat inputs engaged
multiple somatotopically appropriate spinal segments, but to a
different spatial extent. Along the cord, the tactile circuitry is
spatially constrained to the iDH.

Several mechanisms likely contribute to the widespread and dif-
ferential heat and touch fMRI activations. For example, the VH ac-
tivation to unilateral painful stimuli may be explained by the
engagement of local spinal reflex circuitry. Indeed, pain-related
fMRI signals appeared to be also present at the VH of human spinal
cord (Cahill and Stroman, 2011; Stroman et al., 2012; Dobek et al.,
2014). However, the observation of similar responses to innocuous
tactile stimuli suggests that the VH likely plays more roles than just
mediating simple pain-signal related reflex activity. Bilateral engage-
ment of VHs may be associated with coordinated bilateral locomo-
tor functions of the forelimbs of new world monkeys. There is
evidence suggesting that the processing of painful stimuli engages
complex spinal segmental circuitries (Stroman et al., 2012).

The signature cDH activation to nociceptive stimulation may
be a result of top-down descending modulation (Willis and
Coggeshall, 2004a; Abraira and Ginty, 2013) or interactions via
commissural connections between DHs (Cook et al., 1984; Kolt-
zenburg et al., 1999; Petkó and Antal, 2012). Indeed, several stud-
ies in humans have demonstrated profound modulation of
activation in the DHs of the spinal cord in placebo analgesia
(Eippert et al., 2009), nocebo hyperalgesia (Geuter and Büchel,
2013) and cognitive distraction (Sprenger et al., 2012). Because
prolonged nociceptive stimuli were used in our study, feedback
influences are likely imbedded in the detected fMRI signals. Our
demonstration of bilateral DH and VH activations to unilateral
noxious and tactile stimuli in anesthetized monkeys speaks
strongly for the fundamental importance of the circuitry among
the horns within and across segments.

Functional importance of the local spinal circuitry
From a systems neuroscience perspective, the identification of
differential segmental processing circuitries for tactile versus
nociceptive heat stimuli has several functional and clinical impli-
cations. For example, simultaneously engaged and highly con-

Table 1. Two gamma fitting parameters

Area Peak (%) TTP (s) UShot (%) R FWHM (s)

Tactile
Area 3b 0.93 20.6 �0.07 0.99 30.32
DH 1.22 23.4 �1.67 0.99 32.31

Heat
Area 3b 0.45 15.1 0.87 21.64
DH 0.77 17.3 0.93 24.39

TTP, Time-to-peak; Ushot, under shot; FWHM, full-width at half-maximum.
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nected DHs may explain the bilateral and diffused hyperalgesia
and allodynia symptoms that are commonly reported in chronic
low back pain conditions, even though only unilateral injury or
pathological changes were identifiable (Koltzenburg et al., 1999;
Huang and Yu, 2010), or in animal pain models when only uni-
lateral injury is introduced (Kim and Chung, 1992; Chen et al.,
2000)

It is likely that coordinated activities between DHs and VHs
on one side or between horns on both sides are fundamental in
mediating sensory perception and subsequent behavioral re-

sponses. Recent identifications of local intrinsic horn– horn
functional connections in normal human spinal cord support
this notion (Barry et al., 2014; Kong et al., 2014). Furthermore,
our recent demonstrations of the injury-induced alterations in
horn– horn functional connectivity underscored the functional
and behavioral relevance of the local spinal horn– horn networks
(within and across spinal segments; Chen et al., 2015). From the
clinical point of view, these observations indicate that it may be
necessary to consider targeting both VHs and DHs in multiple
segments when designing or refining effective electrical spinal
stimulation paradigms for chronic pain treatment and restoring
motor function.

HRFs and fMRI activation detection in spinal GM
Vascular structures of the brain and spinal cord differed substan-
tially. Therefore, an accurate estimation of the HRF of fMRI signals is
important for generating a mathematical model for detecting and
quantifying external stimulus-associated fMRI signal changes in spi-
nal cord. To date, however, only fMRI HRF in the brain was fairly
well characterized (Woolrich et al., 2004; Arichi et al., 2012; Marxen
et al., 2012). Little is known about whether the spinal GM exhibits a
similar HRF (Brieu et al., 2010; Summers et al., 2010). Direct com-
parisons between the fMRI signal changes obtained in the spinal
cord and somatosensory area 3b to identical stimulation showed that
the HRFs in these two regions are quite comparable. Therefore, the
classical HRF (e.g., two-gamma function) model that was used in the
present study is suitable for studying fMRI responses in the spinal
cord of nonhuman primates. Given the known vascular structure
differences between the brain and spinal cord, the observations of
similar HRFs of the brain and spinal cord support neural origins of
the fMRI signals detected in the spinal cord.

Figure 6. Spatial distributions of the magnitudes of fMRI responses to tactile versus heat stimuli in different horns and the control WM across spinal segments (image slices) along the cord. A, C,
Distributions of fMRI responses magnitudes across image slices 1–5 during tactile (A) versus nociceptive heat (C) stimulation in different ROIs (four horns and one WM). B, D, Magnitudes of the fMRI
responses across different ROIs (four horns and one WM) as a function of image slices 1–5 during tactile (B) versus nociceptive heat (D) stimulation. Signal magnitude is presented as mean
percentage signal change � SE. *p � 0.05; **p � 0.01; ***p � 0.005; ****p � 0.001. Slices 1–5, Caudal to rostral.

Figure 7. Schematic summary of the differential activation patterns to tactile (A) versus
nociceptive heat (B) stimulation within and across spinal segments. Dark color cones indicate
responses are statistically significant.
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Based to our own published observations, we do not think that
the differential activation patterns we observed in heat versus
tactile conditions are driven by the anesthesia effects for at least
two reasons. First, anesthesia generally suppresses fMRI signals in
a dose-, agent-, and cortical-area-dependent manner (for re-
views, see Grandjean et al., 2014; Jonckers et al., 2014). Across
cortical areas, anesthesia has a significantly weaker influence in
early sensory cortical areas and very likely has even a smaller effect
in the downstream spinal cord than higher order cognitive brain
regions (for review, see Bonhomme et al., 2011). Second, under
light isoflurane anesthesia, we have detected fMRI signal changes
in widespread brain regions, including those higher-order re-
gions such as insular, cingulate, and prefrontal cortices (Chen et
al., 2012), which indicates that the suppressive effects of anesthe-
sia were minimized in our experimental paradigm. In contrast,
we obtained increased functional signal-to-noise ratio in the
brain under anesthesia (Chen et al., 2005), likely from reduction
in motion noise and physiological noise. The same mechanism
may explain the enhanced detection of MRI and fMRI signal
changes in the spinal cord (Chen et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013;
Wang et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015). To summarize, we believe
that anesthesia is unlikely a major contributor to the differential
tactile versus nociceptive heat activation patterns.

Potential of high-resolution fMRI for studying spinal cord
circuitry and function
We attribute our successful detection and quantification of fMRI
responses to stimuli in the spinal cord to several technical im-
provements applied in the present study. First, with assistance of
a customized neck coil and optimized acquisition of high-
resolution and high-contrast MTC structural MR images, we
were able to visualize clearly and separate the butterfly-shaped
GM from WM regions. The enhanced GM–WM contrast permit-
ted precise image alignment and, ultimately, a more accurate
localization of the painful stimuli-evoked fMRI responses to the
more superficial portion of the DH and the tactile-stimuli-related
activity to the deeper part of the DH.

Second, the application of noise reduction postprocessing
procedures appeared to be effective for detecting stimulus related
fMRI signal changes within a single 300 image volume run. We
found that the most effective noise reduction step is the regres-
sion of a nuisance parameter derived from the CSF and muscle
voxels. The observations of reproducible fMRI activation pat-
terns and robust fMRI signal changes indicate the reliability of the
differential activations patterns to heat versus touch.

Finally, the effectiveness of our experimental approaches were
demonstrated by our postmortem histology validation (see also
Wang et al., 2014). In squirrel monkeys, one segment receives
predominantly afferent inputs from one and a half digits (e.g., D2
or D3). Therefore, the afferents of D1–D5 enter the spinal cord at
the C5–C7 levels (Florence et al., 1991; Qi et al., 2011). Data
acquisition of five 3-mm-thick consecutive axial images allowed
for the examination of the spinal somatotopy of the fMRI re-
sponses to our stimuli.

In conclusion, the successful implementation of these cutting-
edge imaging methods permitted visualization and delineation of
differential spinal cord circuitries for nociceptive heat and touch
at fine spatial scales that have not been achieved previously.
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